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ipu.ac.nz

Learn in two
countries
GAIN QUALIFICATIONS
FROM IPU BOTH IN
NEW ZEALAND AND JAPAN

ipu-japan.ac.jp

HOW DO
I GET TO
WHERE
I WANT
TO GO?

Let’s start with what
you like doing...

Use that to pick
a programme

Open yourself up to exciting careers
and business opportunities

What is your main vision for what
you want to do in the future?

These courses are the first steps to
the career you want.

IPU New Zealand qualifications are internationally recognised. These are
just a few of the fields available to you as a graduate.

Communicate
Get paid to talk

Help others

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

Foreign
Embassy in
New Zealand

New Zealand
Government

Accountant

NZ Companies
Operating
Overseas
e.g. Fonterra

Multi-National
Company

English
Language
Teacher

WELCOME TO
IPU NEW ZEALAND

Improve people’s lives

Travel

See the world

Live overseas

TEACHING
ENGLISH AS
A SECOND
LANGUAGE
NEW ZEALAND

Make a difference
in the world

DON’T WORRY
WE’VE GOT
YOU COVERED

JAPANESE
LANGUAGE

Earn lots
of money
Have flexible
work hours
Do something
different every day
Become bilingual
I don’t know yet...

EUROPE

JAPAN

You’ll find IPU New Zealand graduates in many parts of the world. Our alumni work in
multinational companies, business and tourism, NGOs, business and commerce, international
relations, tourism and hospitality, as well as in education, like language teaching.

ASIA

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS

IPU graduates possess valuable skills
Our graduates develop the real-world skills of creative thinking, problem-solving, applying ideas
and strategies, working independently and proactively. Many leave IPU with considerable ability
in either Japanese or Mandarin languages. In addition, their interdisciplinary studies at IPU
prepare them for active participation in the wide world of the 21st century.
IPU graduates benefit from international connections

TOURISM
AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

Foreign owned
companies
in NZ
e.g. Toyota

There’s a feeling of being part of a large family at IPU New Zealand from their many out-of-class
activities and interactions with their Kiwi and international peers, our students quickly develop
a global outlook. They make lasting international connections and become well aware of career
opportunities for their futures.
Manager of
a business

International
Marketing

Translator

Foreign Embassy
Overseas

Tourism

So, what are you waiting for? IPU New Zealand will challenge and guide you towards your goal of
being an active participant in the world of tomorrow. Take your first step on the road to success.

IPU New Zealand awaits you!

DEVON GRAY

ANDREW BECKER

SAMPADA MITTAL

SHELLEY HASTINGS

“At IPU New Zealand, I had the opportunity to live
and learn with friends from all over the world. I really
enjoyed learning about their different cultures and
languages, both in class and in the several student
groups and clubs I led. So many doors are opened for
you here. If you put in the effort and use the experience
you gain wisely, you are guaranteed to succeed, both
at IPU and in life.”

“IPU New Zealand gave me the skills and base of contacts
to build an export business throughout the Asia-Pacific
region. Building a business requires a unique skill set,
which I gained at IPU New Zealand. The Japanese I
learned on campus gave me a huge advantage in Japan.
Finally, the lifestyle at IPU New Zealand is great – for me it
was a combination of study, sports, personal development,
a comfortable campus life, and having a lot of fun!”

“It was through IPU New Zealand that I got an incredible
opportunity to work as an International Administrator.
I attribute my success entirely to the innovative and
pragmatic teaching approach at IPU New Zealand. The
combination of excellent academic staff, well-structured
courses and a friendly and multicultural student body with
a variety of on-and-off campus activities is unbeatable.”

“I currently work as an English teacher and English
content creator, which involves translation, editing and
writing work. My Japanese classes at IPU really helped
me hone my language skills to a level where I am able to
do translation work and the teaching papers and TESOL
course I took through IPU have been invaluable in
terms of giving me the confidence and skills to be a good
teacher.”

English Teacher
Say It Right Language School, Japan

At IPU New Zealand, the world comes to you. Our student body typically consists of young
people from more than 20 different countries. In a truly international environment, students
from widely diverse international backgrounds live and study together on our park-like campus.
They benefit from studying in small classes where the care and success of students is a major
priority for teachers. More importantly, they experience the joys and challenges of understanding
the multiple perspectives of their fellow students—and therefore, the world beyond our shores.
IPU graduates find work locally and internationally

You don’t need to choose your major in
the first year, you can work it out later.

WE HAVE GRADUATES
WHO WORK IN ALL
THESE AREAS. SEE
WHAT SOME OF THEM
HAVE TO SAY ABOUT
THEIR EXPERIENCE AT
IPU NEW ZEALAND

More than ever before, the world needs people who seek new horizons well beyond their own
community and country. These young men and women understand the importance of cultural
sensitivity and a global perspective. Geographically, New Zealand is far from many parts of the
world, yet New Zealanders want to know what is happening elsewhere and how they can be part
of that much wider community. Young Kiwis are famous for their overseas experiences after they
have finished formal education.

Managing Partner
Aquity International Ltd., Auckland

Senior Administrator
Ministry of Social Development, Wellington

English Teacher
English Text Book Editor

Professor Setsuko Ohashi
President
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you should st udy at IPU New Zealand

We offer internationally
recognised qualifications

You could study
in Japan

We are ranked by the NZQA
at the highest level for
educational performance. Our
graduates are sought after by
international organisations.

You have the opportunity
to gain international
experience through our
exchange programmes
with International Pacific
University in Okayama,
Japan, and the Tokyo
International Business
College in Tokyo, Japan.

See page 6

2

reas ons

IPU NEW ZEALAND

See page 4

We focus on the
big picture
We are recognised for our
strong interdisciplinary
study programmes in
International Business,
International Relations,
Japanese, English, TESOL,
Environmental Studies, and
Mandarin Chinese, teaching
both professional knowledge
and practical skills.
See page 44

Our graduates enjoy
successful career
pathways
We support our students with
career development and job
placement. You can access
internship programmes while
studying and on graduation.
You can also apply for work
opportunities in Japan through
our SOSHI Educational
Group (SEG) programme.
See page 12

Our campus is
a community

We are small
enough to care

Our unique international
learning environment enables
students to develop crosscultural communication
skills, acquire more languages
and build an international
network of connections.

We keep our classes small
to build close relationships
between teachers and
students. This enhances
your academic achievement
as well as your welfare.

See page 70

See page 18
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degree

GAIN QUALIFICATIONS FROM
BOTH NEW ZEALAND AND JAPAN!

Add to your
Education

The relationship between
International Pacific University
and IPU New Zealand allows
successful students to complete
two degrees in two languages
in two countries in a minimum
of four years. Students will
focus on improving their
communication ability as
well gaining practical global
business knowledge and skills.

STUDY IN
NEW ZEALAND

STUDY IN
JAPAN

IPU NEW ZEALAND

1-2
YEARS
.5

.5

2-4

IPU New Zealand
Accelerated Bachelor of
Contemporary International Studies

IPU Japan
Bachelor of Business Administration

WHERE WILL IT TAKE ME?

SCHOLARSHIPS

MULTIPLY YOUR CAREER

Graduating with two degrees, the ability to function in two
languages, and the life and leadership experience gained from
successfully operating in a second culture opens graduates to a
world of career opportunities.

IPU New Zealand runs a series of scholarships. The Japan New
Zealand Partnership Foundation Scholarship is open to New
Zealand and Japanese students. Successful kiwi recipients may
have their New Zealand domestic tuition fees reduced by half.
Please ask for a separate application form. Successful Japanese
recipients can receive up to an $8000 subsidy off their New
Zealand international student tuition fees.

International Pacific University is proud to support its
graduates in securing work in Japan. The dedicated team have
a wide range of contacts and will ensure you find a job you
love. During your degree study in Japan, you will undertake a
variety of workplace readiness skills workshops.

Graduates will be able to work in Japan or in global businesses
utilising their language and business skills and practical
internship experience. Graduates will be critical thinkers,
confident communicators and researchers.

LIVING COSTS
You should also budget for:
• Transportation costs to/from campus
• Travel and medical insurance

Soshi Education Group Scholarships are available to all other
international students. These offer up to $7000 off New
Zealand international student tuition fees. To apply complete
Section #5: Requirements for Scholarship Awards in the
Application for Admission form.
IPU Japan also offers scholarships. Depending on the results of
your entrance examination in Japan you may be eligible for a
reduction of up to half of the Japan tuition fees.

• Food, Internet, Power, Water (if living off campus)

“The BCIS was amazing;
by attending in-depth
lectures and taking part in
an exchange programme, I
gained a strong command
of the Japanese language.”

• Incidentals
• Any travel you would like to do within Japan
• Visa application fee

DID YOU KNOW?

IPU New Zealand has a careers office in Tokyo
specifically for finding jobs in Japan. See page 14

4

YEARS

ABBY WATT
BCIS - Japanese Studies
2019 PROSPECTUS
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This is the highest ranking that can be given
by the New Zealand Qualifications Authority
(NZQA) in their External Evaluation Reviews
(EER). A Category 1 provider rating means
that NZQA is “Highly Confident” in IPU New
Zealand’s Educational Performance and SelfAssessment.
IPU New Zealand undertook an External Evaluation Review
of our institution in June 2015, the first since 2011, and
NZQA has given us the highest possible rating: that of Highly
Confident in educational performance, and Highly Confident
in capability in self-assessment.
We have therefore retained our Category One classification
with flying colours, and NZQA will not require us to
undergo another review until 2019. In the meantime, we look
forward to doing our utmost to maintain this extremely high
standard, together with the confidence that our students and
stakeholders have in us.

NZQA CATEGORY 1
APPROVED EDUCATION PROVIDER

92%
COMPLETION RATE

DID YOU KNOW?

We ensure our students
have a safe and supportive
environment that
encourages them on their
path towards graduation.

92% for Bachelor & 97% for Postgrad papers

81%

STUDENT RETENTION
compared with TEO average of 60% in 2015

48%

FACULTY MEMBERS WITH
DOCTORAL DEGREES

DID YOU KNOW?

Our teaching and academic
support staff are available
to students whenever they
need assistance. Our goal is
to help every student reach
their academic peak.

EER produces two NZQA statements of confidence in
a tertiary education provider: one about its educational
performance and the other about its organisational selfassessment. Under Rule 11 of the External Evaluation and
Review Rules 2013 providers are categorised as follows:
Category 1: two Highly Confident judgements, or a
Highly Confident judgement for educational
performance and a Highly Confident/Confident
judgement for self-assessment capability
Category 2: two Confident judgements, or a Highly Confident
judgement in self-assessment and a Confident
judgment in educational performance
Category 3: any Not Yet Confident judgement
Category 4: any Not Confident judgement.

24

NATIONS REPRESENTED
BY STUDENTS

12:1

STUDENT/LECTURER RATIO

Statement of confidence on educational performance;
NZQA is Highly Confident in the educational
performance and self-assessment capacity of
International Educational Foundation (NZ)
Incorporated trading as IPU New Zealand.
• IPU New Zealand has high levels of course completion. The most
recent complete set of data (2014) shows 92 per cent achievement
rates for all students, 93 per cent for BCIS degree students, and
97 per cent for postgraduate (PDIS/MIS) students. These high
achievement rates are validated by comprehensive and effective
internal and external moderation processes, confirming that
assessments are consistent, valid and reliable.
• Overall rates of student retention are also high, with the latest
results available for 2014 showing 81 per cent retention rates
achieved. This has a noticeable link to the high qualification
achievement rates, with 95 per cent of postgraduate students who
enrolled in 2013 completing their qualification, and 72 per cent
of BCIS students who enrolled in 2011 completing by 2014 (with
some students still studying their degree, this is likely to increase
further in 2015).

Our teaching staff have
a diverse set of skills and
backgrounds, which allows
them to teach from a
variety of perspectives.

• Because of the uniqueness of its programmes, students acquire a
broad range of knowledge and skills (particularly cross-discipline,
transferable skills) within a multicultural and multinational
environment. This has prepared them well for their future
careers, with high levels of employment acquired in jobs of direct
relevance to their study and/or prior experience (69 per cent of
graduates were employed in fields directly relevant to their studies
between 2011 and 2014).

DID YOU KNOW?

• IPU New Zealand has created strong relationships with its
external stakeholders in New Zealand and in many overseas
countries, particularly in the Asia-Pacific region (where it has
over 80 active memorandums of understanding). It is clear that
these relationships have created significant benefits for all parties,
including staff and students, ensuring the IPU New Zealand
international studies programmes are well aligned to different
multicultural and multinational needs.

DID YOU KNOW?

MORE ABOUT THE EER AND NZQA
NZQA places non-university providers into one of four
provider categories on the basis of external evaluation and
review (EER). This includes Institutes of Technology and
Polytechnics, Wānanga, Private Training Establishments and
Industry Trade Organisations.

HERE IS WHY WE
ARE CATEGORY 1

Studying alongside
peers from such diverse
backgrounds, our
students are exposed
to a range of views on
classroom topics.

DID YOU KNOW?

With class sizes designed to
maximise student – teacher
contact time, you will have
a great opportunity to
learn from your lecturers
in a more direct way.

• Teaching is highly effective. Students consider the delivery
techniques to be appropriate in meeting their needs and consider
staff to be very supportive. Oversight, appraisal and development
of teaching is very robust.
• Lecturers are very well qualified, with a large number having
PhDs or doctorates. Most teaching staff hold TESOL (Teaching
English to Speakers of Other Languages) qualifications, with many
also having adult teaching certificates or higher. Staff who are
teaching degree and postgraduate programmes are research-active,
providing ongoing related input into maintaining programme
currency and relevance.
• IPU New Zealand has invested heavily in its student guidance
and support services, which are used at all stages of students’
experiences, from their initial interest in enrolment through to
employment on graduation. These services are highly valued
by students and have contributed to the significant increase in
retention rates.
• There is clear and comprehensive evidence that IPU New Zealand
has highly effective processes in place that have supported and
contributed to learner achievement and outcomes.
The full report can be found here:
www.nzqa.govt.nz/providers/details.do?providerId=855050001
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www.doingbusiness.org/
rankings

educatingforthefuture.
economist.com/

103

Parks and Reserves
within the city

Bay of Islands

Palmerston
North

Largest City: Auckland
Population 1,570,500

The student capital
of New Zealand

Taupo

Palmerston North offers all the benefits of an exciting city, surrounded by
a stunning natural environment and tranquil rural atmosphere. Together
Palmerston North City and the Manawatu region are the perfect place to study.

Our prime central position in the heart of the North Island means that a
variety of outdoor activities and unique destinations are only a brief drive away.
Excellent hiking, cycling and mountain-biking trails are close at hand, as are the
nearby beach and river areas for fishing and swimming. Palmerston North is in
close proximity to vineyards, ski-fields and the capital city, Wellington.

Palmerston North

New Zealand offers an ideal learning environment
for international students. While pursuing academic
Nelson
excellence at quality educational institutions, students
can enjoy various activities that include outdoor
experiences in the beautiful natural environment.
Students can also interact with New Zealanders, known
as ‘Kiwis’, who are well-known for their hospitality
Lake Tekapo
toward visitors from all over the world.

Despite our city status, the community is a close-knit one where newcomers
are warmly welcomed. The community is particularly diverse, with a wide
range of cultures bringing a dynamic international perspective to our everyday
living. We are also home to an active creative community, where artistic and
performing talents are nurtured.

8
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Palmerston North is home to people from
more than 100 different countries. IPU New
Zealand is one of the key reasons why our
city is becoming more multicultural.

0
65

4,
$3

Grant Smith
The Mayor of Palmerston North

IP

U

N

Z

S
Facility Fees include: Access to
Gymnasium, PC Room, Library and internet.
Living Expenses includes: rent, food, utility
fee and transportation fees.

Welcome to Palmerston North, the city of
students. It is my privilege to welcome you
here on behalf of the city.

Our city values multiculturalism.
Participation is the key to enjoyment and
acceptance. Offering your hand to others;
asking if you can join a sport or a club;
turning up to support friends – these are
key to understanding each other and key to
creating a better city.

ITI
O
FE N
ES

,3
10

U
Stewart Island

TU

$5
3

A qualification that is
recognised all over the
world at a great price.
What more could you
ask for?

SA

Dunedin

Compared with other major study
locations, New Zealand offers quality
education at affordable prices. Here
at IPU New Zealand, having our own
accommodation on campus means we
are able to keep the cost for students to
a minimum.

WELCOME

It is very fortunate for IPU New Zealand
students that IPU New Zealand has received
international recognition for its contribution
to international education, and that the IPU
New Zealand staff are held in high esteem in
the educational sector.

EX LIVI
PE NG
NS
ES

,7
5, 60
50
0

Christchurch

Study cost
comparison

$4

Capital City:
Wellington

FA
CIL
I
FETY
ES

A
U

Napier

In this time of rapid change and globalisation,
international education has a vital role
in equipping our society with the skills
needed for the future. New Zealand is
ideally placed to address this need. We rank
first in The Economist Intelligence
Unit’s Worldwide Educating for the
Queenstown
Future Index; for our ability to equip
our young leaders with the critical
thinking, collaboration and global awareness
skills they need to succeed in an increasingly
internationalised and technology-driven world.
The balanced lifestyle New Zealand offers really
lets you grow as a person. There are many
opportunities to do the things you have always
wanted to but not had the time for. This could be
trying a new sport, hobby or part time job in a
safe environment, alongside friendly kiwis who
will help you achieve your goals.

Doctorates per
capita, highest
in NZ

of the population
studying

$6
1

New
Zealand

2%

40%

K

September 2018

Number 1 on
the Worldwide
Educating for
the Future Index

U

Population:
4,919,320

Number 1 in
the world for
ease of doing
business

THE HOME OF IPU NEW ZEALAND
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Multicultural
Environment

Palmerston North and
IPU New Zealand’s
diverse and international
environment is best seen
at our many cultural
events and performances
throughout the year.

IPU New Zealand is well known for its International
Spring Festival, held annually in September. Other festivals
open to the public, such as a Japanese “Omatsuri” and the
Indian celebration of Diwali, further contribute to our
multicultural environment.
With students and staff from over 20 different countries,
IPU New Zealand provides a unique learning environment
for its students. Studying alongside peers from such diverse
backgrounds, our students are exposed to a range of
perspectives on classroom topics.

We make
you more
employable

IPU NEW ZEALAND HAS
A CAREERS OFFICE IN
TOKYO SPECIFICALLY FOR
FINDING JOBS IN JAPAN

An internship is designed to provide
students with practical vocational work
experience in order to strengthen and
develop communication skills, problem
solving capability, and approaches to
effective teamwork.

• Practical experience
• In-depth industry knowledge

IMPROVED EMPLOYABILITY

QUICK FACTS

• Teamwork skills

H

67%

• Experience successfully working in a
second-language environment

BE READY TO ENTER THE
GLOBAL WORKFORCE
77%

POST STUDY
WORK VISA - OPEN
People who have a New Zealand qualification that they
completed in New Zealand can apply for a visa to work in
New Zealand. To be eligible, you must have an acceptable
qualification*. If you’re granted a work visa, you can work for
any employer in New Zealand.
You can only apply for this visa once, unless you complete
a second higher qualification; that is, either a New Zealand
bachelor’s degree or post-graduate qualification, which you
spend at least 30 weeks in New Zealand studying for.
* Level 5 Qualification or above. Please note this is current New Zealand Immigration policy
and subject to change

QUICK FACTS

• Intercultural communication skills

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
70%

Finding problems and
solving them to lead an
organisation or a group to
successful outcomes

• Flexibility and adaptability

Students working in industries
relevant to their area of study

DOMESTIC
STUDENTS

Integrated
knowledge
for leadership

AC

• Critical thinking and analytical skills

Students working after studying
having completed an internship

RO

Graduates have skills sought after by
international organisations.

DEMIC ED
U
ACA
C
AT
AL
I
RM

• Strong references for future job applications

FO

N

• Networking opportunities

E

“She has vastly improved her customer service skills from her
first day with us. She’s a keen learner, always gives 100%.”

FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

• Access to the New Zealand workforce

ATIONAL APP

“A very polite, charming and warm personality. Pleasure to
work with - good worker. Follows instructions well.”

86%

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS

Students gain the following benefits
from an internship:

DU
C

“A very nice young man. He met all
the requirements. I wish him well for the future.”

COMPLETE AN INTERNSHIP

EW

“Student is a dedicated young man.
I wanted a professional document with as many leads into the
Asian community. He delivered.”

Noriko Sato has worked in the field of Human Resources
Development for over two decades, offering her services to
global companies, such as HSBC, Citibank, Morgan Stanley
and Credit Suisse. An expert in her field, she is always keen
to help our students.

O

“She was a great employee during her internship. She improved
her communication with the general public, was always on time
and great at communicating... would invite her back to assist
anytime...”

Careers Advisor
IPU Japan

N

FROM OUR INTERNSHIP PROVIDERS

NORIKO SATO

GLOBAL
AWARENESS

LANGUAGE /
COMMUNICATION
ENVIRONMENT/
SUSTAINABILITY

12
DURATION

MONTHS

WORK
FOR ANY
EMPLOYER

WORK IN
ALMOST
ANY JOB
IN NZ

www.immigration.govt.nz/new-zealand-visas/apply-for-a-visa/about-visa/post-study-work-visa-open

Based on data gathered from 311 graduates in contact with IPU New Zealand during 2011-2015 period.
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Get
ahead
IPU New Zealand’s students are successful
in a wide range of careers and can be
found all around the world. Our highly
motivated graduates are sought out for
their work ethic and skill level.

SOCIAL
CAPACITY

Graduated 2003
Bachelor of International Studies

Graduated 2004
Bachelor of International Studies

Major in Japanese Studies

Major in International Business Studies

OLIVIA MARZUKI
CNN Indonesia
News Anchor

Graduated 2004
Bachelor of International Studies

From the beginning
our students have
excelled...
MARKO DEWANATA

JOE RUSH

Caterpillar Finance
Territory Manager

Sports Translation
Graduated 2005
Bachelor of International Studies

Graduated 2004
Bachelor of International Studies

Major in Language Studies

4. Are able to apply what has been learned in a
range of vocational settings

COGNITIVE
STRENGTH
CREATIVE
SOLUTIONS

COMMUNITY
CONTRIBUTION
8

IPU NEW ZEALAND

APAC at Westcon Group NZ
Business Analyst - Cloud,

3. Act with professional courtesy and integrity

4,5

5. Are curious and excited about learning
6. Know how to access and evaluate information in
a range of ways
7. Think critically to solve problems collaboratively

10

14

Marriage Celebrant

2. Contribute positively to the global and local
community

SKILLS AND
COMPETENCIES

2

IPU New Zealand graduates will have the transferable
skills and specialised knowledge they need to empower
their career pathways and lifelong contributions to society.

TARO PRUTISART

1. Are confident, independent, resilient and able to
set their own goals

6,7

1,3

Here at IPU New Zealand graduates are very important to
us, which is why we are here to help you get a great job. In
this section you can see what our previous graduates have
been doing since they graduated.

PATRICIA MAYO

EMPATHY

CROSSCULTURAL
COMPETENCE

9

8. Can listen to others from different countries
9. Can communicate cross-culturally in a range of
contexts and social settings.
10. Value creative and sustainable solutions

HIROKI TANAKA

Clark Memorial International High School
International Education Promotional (IEP)
Division
Director of Study Abroad and Homestay

JESSY SULLIVAN

ISAAC SAVAGE

Graduated 2005
Bachelor of International Studies

Graduated 2005
Bachelor of International Studies

Graduated 2007
Bachelor of International Studies

Clothing Label Manager

Promoter

2019 PROSPECTUS
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GREGORY NG
HR Headhunter

Graduated 2009
Bachelor of International Studies
Major in International Relations

SHIBUKI HIROSUE
Journalist

Graduated 2009
Bachelor of International Studies

MAYRA BRANDAO

ODE SATHYA

NICOLE PROWSE

Investment Banker

Colégio Del Rey
International Programs Coordinator

Graduated 2010
Bachelor of International Studies

Graduated 2013
Bachelor of International Studies

Graduated 2013
Bachelor of International Studies

Graduated 2014
Bachelor of International Studies

ANDRE MANINGKAS

Major in International Business Studies

Major in International Relations

Through the years
our graduates grew
in number and
strength
YEON JI OH

Major in International Business Studies

OMP World School
ESOL Teacher

Major in Japanese Studies

now our graduate
students are a
fresh voice in the
international
workforce
NEAL TUDREU

Travel Consultant

Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment
Documentation & Immigration Officer

Graduated 2011
Graduate Diploma in International Studies

Graduated 2012
Bachelor of International Studies

Graduated 2014
Bachelor of International Studies

WADE STAFFORD

HUYNH GIA BAO NGAN

KAMILA TURDAKHUNOVA

ALRIE TARLIMAN

Graduated 2013
Bachelor of International Studies

Graduated 2016
Bachelor of International Studies

Graduated 2017
Bachelor of International Studies

Graduated 2017
Bachelor of International Studies

ANDRE LEMOS

Major in Environment Studies

ALLAN HARRISON
Language Instructor

Graduated 2012
Bachelor of International Studies
Major in Japanese Studies
16

CHU HIEU LINH

Embassy of the Republic of Korea
Diplomatic Support Officer

IPU NEW ZEALAND

Major in Japanese Studies

TOMOYA HONDA

International Student Counsellor
Graduated 2012
Bachelor of International Studies

AirTime Japan
Operation Manager

Major in Japanese Studies

Palmerston North City Council
Customer Contact Advisor

Toyota New Zealand
Used Car Sales & Marketing
Graduated 2016
Bachelor of International Studies

Major in International Business Studies

AIA Viet Nam
Management Trainee

Major in International Environment Studies

Major in International Business Studies

First Commercials
Accountant

Major in International Business Studies

Vodafone New Zealand
Set-up Specialist

Major in International Business Studies

2019 PROSPECTUS
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Educators who make a difference

48% 70% 20
FACULTY MEMBERS WITH
DOCTORAL DEGREES

OF STAFF ARE BILINGUAL
OR TRILINGUAL

COUNTRIES REPRESENTED
BY IPU STAFF

Our teaching staff have a distinct set of skills
and backgrounds which give them a unique
understanding allowing them to teach from
many culturally-diverse perspectives.

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOU

With class sizes designed to maximise student – teacher
contact time, you will have a great opportunity to learn
from your lecturers in a more direct way. This gives you the
greatest support available, from a diverse team of lecturers
teaching you in the best learning environment.

• Lecturers are accessible.

• Small class sizes makes it easier to learn.
• You are in good hands with our lecturers.
• If you don’t understand something, it’s
easy to ask.

Pathway
to Success

INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH
Today it is no longer practical to focus on a single subject
area in tertiary study. Instead, graduates with a wide range of
knowledge, perspectives, and practical problem-solving skills
are in demand.
The world economy revolves around business and politics,
and at IPU New Zealand we consider these points from
international business, international relations, and
environmental perspectives. In order to develop young people
into leaders of the future, we don’t teach with a narrow focus;
instead, we create an environment where students evolve
into individuals with versatile skills, knowledge and strong
communication skills.

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES

LEVELS 1-5

1st YEAR - LEVEL 5

2nd YEAR - LEVEL 6

POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
3rd YEAR - LEVEL 7

1st YEAR - LEVEL 8

Graduate Diploma
of Contemporary
International Studies

Postgraduate
Diploma of
Contemporary
International
Studies

2nd YEAR - LEVEL 9

Diploma in
Japanese Studies
Page 32

Trinity College London
Certificate in TESOL

Level 5 Tourism
& Travel Studies

Page 24

Page 34

Page 54

Page 58

Level 5 Business Studies
(Project Management)
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CERTIFICATE

TRINITY COLLEGE LONDON
CERTIFICATE IN TESOL
LEVEL 1-5 ENGLISH
LANGUAGE STUDIES
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CERTIFICATE

TRINITY COLLEGE
LONDON CERTIFICATE
IN TESOL
DURATION 5 WEEKS

INTAKES FEBRUARY

This is an internationally
recognised qualification, of which
successful completion enables
you to teach English to speakers
of other languages anywhere in
the world.
It is the first step towards an English language teaching
career. It includes basic language teaching methodology
and provides you with a foundation understanding of how
languages work.
The transferable skills acquired on this course provide an
excellent preparation for teaching any language to nonnative speakers. These skills are also extremely beneficial
in any business context where presentations need to be
given and where teaching of processes and methods may
be required. It is an invaluable tool for those seeking an
international career in teaching the English language to
children and adults.
This course can be taken as part of the TESOL and
Language Studies major in the Bachelor of Contemporary
International Studies, but can also be completed as a
stand-alone 10-week course (5 weeks of distance learning,
5 weeks on campus).
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STUDY IN NEW ZEALAND

LEADS TO BCIS, GDCIS

www.ipu.ac.nz/diploma-in-tourism-travel-studies

Entry requirements

Career Opportunities

• Be at least eighteen years old.
• Have a good standard of education to at least the equivalent of
New Zealand University Entrance.
• Have English language competence equivalent to a native
speaker (a band score of 7.5 in IELTS or Trinity College
London Grade 10 in spoken English for Speakers of Other
Languages or the equivalent).
• Complete a language awareness task and be available if
required for interview.

Professional outcome

Recommended prior knowledge

• Running language programmes in schools and
tertiary institutes

The Trinity Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages is a five-week course preceded by a distance learning
programme which covers the following topics:

• Writing ESOL materials

“The Trinity Cert TESOL course at IPU not only
enriches you with the basic skills and expertise
DANIEL
for ESOL teaching, but also provides ample
opportunities of hands-on training to become an
English as a second language teacher.”

• Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)
in any language school in the world
• Teaching English language in ESOL departments in schools in
New Zealand
• Teaching ESOL in high schools and primary schools in an
international context
• Teaching any language to non-native speakers

• Training staff in any business context

• TESOL introductory reading (5 study guides)
• Language awareness (6 study guides)
• Practical elementary phonology (2 study guides)
Completion of the distance learning is normally a prerequisite
for entry to the five-week course.

Programme Structure
There are two parts to the course, the first being a distance
education component, the second an on-campus course. The
distance education component consists of a series of study
guides with accompanying tasks based on the three set texts.
Trainees must complete this extramural study before the start
of the on-campus programme. The on-campus component is a
five-week intensive course in which the syllabus is covered by a
series of lectures, seminars and workshops. Teaching practice
is integrated by relating the course components to practical
teaching of various ESOL classes.

DID YOU KNOW?

We represent as many nationalities on our staff as we do
in our student body.

SONU SHARMA
2019 PROSPECTUS
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CERTIFICATE

IPU New Zealand‘s English
Language Programme:

LEVEL 1-5 ENGLISH
LANGUAGE STUDIES

Your successful pathway
to higher studies

0
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IPU New Zealand has a proud history of
teaching English as a second language.

700
600

IPU New Zealand is the ideal environment for improving your English ability. We
aim to keep class sizes to a maximum of 20 students, so there are always plenty of
opportunities to interact with your classmates and your teacher. We also advocate
a communicative language approach with a focus on getting students to produce
language in real-world situations.
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Growing your

English
5
•
•
•
•
•

Average Student English
Language Improvement

practical things you
can do to improve
your English language:

Make a weekly study plan.
Learn five new words every day.
Volunteer at organisations that use English.
Read, read and read in English.
Watch movies with English subtitles.

189 Point Improvement in 2017
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For you to be successful in an academic environment, it is important to improve in all areas of
English: listening, speaking, reading and writing. Here are some ideas for improving these skills.

Speaking

Writing

Listening

Reading

On our campus you can communicate with people from all
around the world. It is important to take the opportunity to
make friends with students from different countries. You can
also try singing along to your favourite English songs or listening
to a CD and repeating what you hear.

When listening in English, you need to be able to understand
general and specific information. Living in our campus
dormitories, you will be exposed to real English every day. Why
not try listening to the radio in English or watching movies from
our library in English?
Entry
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Writing is a creative skill that requires a lot of practice. We also
have a number of people on campus to support you in your
writing. To improve your writing, how about keeping a daily diary
or listening to news items and writing down what you hear?

Students often think that reading difficult books will help
them improve their vocabulary, but we recommend reading
slightly easier books and focusing on improving your reading
fluency. Our library has a wide range of books, newspapers and
magazines to suit all reading levels.
Course Content ›
2019 PROSPECTUS
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CERTIFICATE

LEVEL 1-5 ENGLISH
LANGUAGE STUDIES
DURATION 16 WEEKS

INTAKES APRIL, JUNE, AUGUST, OCTOBER, JANUARY

Ideal for people learning English
as a second language, this course
will give students the key skills
they need to communicate on
an everyday basis with a course
structure that supports and
encourages success.
IPU New Zealand’s Level 1-5 English Language Studies
programmes will help you develop your English language
competence. You will participate in learner-centred
communicative classrooms where each class will focus on
one of the four skills of listening, speaking, reading and
writing.
Your teachers will encourage you to produce the language
in natural settings and are experienced in developing
students to be successful at higher levels of study in New
Zealand tertiary environments.
Graduates of this programme gain the New Zealand
Certificate in English Language at the level appropriate to
their language ability.

STUDY IN NEW ZEALAND

LEADS TO ALL PROGRAMMES

www.ipu.ac.nz/els

Entry requirements

Future Opportunities

• Graduation from high school in your home country
• The English proficiency requirements for entry into each
level are:
■ Level 5 = IELTS 6.0 with no band score lower than 5.5
or equivalent
■ Level 4 = IELTS 5.5 with no band score lower than 5.0
or equivalent
■ Level 3 = IELTS 4.5 with no band score lower than 4.0
or equivalent
■ Level 2 = IELTS 3.5 with no band score lower than 3.0
or equivalent
■ Level 1 = IELTS 2.5 with no band score lower than 2.0
or equivalent

Professional outcome

Students who do not have a recognised English test score
will sit a placement test upon arrival and be placed in a level
accordingly.

Successful achievement of the New Zealand Certificate in
English Language (Level 4, Academic) will enable graduates to
work in positions that require interpersonal communication,
an understanding of context-specific professional and/or
technical texts, writing context-specific records and reports as
well as interaction in a team. Level 4 programme completion is
equivalent to IELTS 6.0.
Successful achievement of the New Zealand Certificate in
English Language (Level 5) will enable graduates to work in
positions that require complex interpersonal communication,
understanding of complex content-specific texts, writing
complex, content-specific communications, interaction,
effective processing and dissemination of information. Level 5
programme completion is equivalent to IELTS 6.5.

Recommended prior knowledge
Previous English language study

Programme Structure
• 60 credits per level
• Four skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing.

DID YOU KNOW?

The city bus timetable was translated by our students
into two other languages to help new people to the city
to get around.
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“You will learn very useful English in
ELS. Helpful teachers and kind seniors
are always beside you, so you will master
English immediately.”

YUTO KATAOKA
2018 PROSPECTUS
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DIPLOMA

DIPLOMA OF JAPANESE STUDIES
LEVEL 5 TOURISM
& TRAVEL STUDIES
LEVEL 5 BUSINESS STUDIES
(PROJECT MANAGEMENT)
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DIPLOMA

DIPLOMA OF
JAPANESE STUDIES
DURATION 1 YEAR

INTAKES APRIL, AUGUST, JANUARY

The Diploma of Japanese
Studies (DJAST) is centred on a
core of compulsory papers that
emphasise the development of
a firm foundation in Japanese
language skills as well as an
understanding of traditional and
contemporary Japanese culture,
modern society, politics and
business.
Graduates will have mastered the basics of the Japanese
language and have gained a platform for the study of
Japanese language at higher levels leading to employment.

STUDY IN NEW ZEALAND & JAPAN

LEADS TO BCIS

Entry requirements
DOMESTIC STUDENTS

• University entrance or by Head of School discretion
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

• Graduation from high school in your home country
• Evidence of English proficiency, equivalent to IELTS
(Academic) 6.0 with no band lower than 5.5 or an equivalent
score on an acceptable international English proficiency test

Recommended prior knowledge
High school Japanese or time in Japan is helpful, but not
necessary.

www.ipu.ac.nz/diploma-of-japanese-studies

“The DJAST course was a great opportunity to
get cultured in all things Japan. Learning about
not only the Japanese language, but also the
culture, history and business”

Career Opportunities
Educational outcome
Graduates may cross-credit their DJAST into the first year of the
Bachelor of Contemporary International Studies.

Professional outcome
The course enables graduates who have a bachelor’s degree and
are already working in Japanese-owned firms or enterprises to
better understand the Japanese work ethos and communicate
with their Japanese colleagues.
The course lays the foundations for future careers in translation,
interpretation, or any job in Japanese enterprises. It is also
very helpful for graduates who have appropriate teaching
qualifications either to teach Japanese in an English speaking
country or to teach English in a Japanese context.

Programme Structure
• 120 credits, one year, full time
• 8 papers, minimum of four Japanese language papers at any
level and up to four elective culture papers
• It is possible to take this course part-time over two years. This
option is recommended for applicants who already have a
degree, who may be working in a Japanese-owned enterprise
or similar, and who would benefit from knowledge of the
Japanese language and culture

DID YOU KNOW?

We have the largest collection of Manga (Japanese comic
books) in New Zealand. You can find more than 1200
comics in the IPU library.
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DIPLOMA

LEVEL 5 TOURISM
& TRAVEL STUDIES
DURATION 1 YEAR

INTAKES APRIL, AUGUST

STUDY IN NEW ZEALAND

LEADS TO BCIS

IPU New Zealand’s Level 5
Tourism and Travel Studies
programme is a first step into
the wide world of guided visitor
experiences.

Entry requirements

The aim of this Level 5 Tourism and Travel Studies
programme is for students to gain the general and
specialised competence, knowledge, and skills applicable
to communicating effectively with diverse audiences in the
tourism and travel industries to proactively support the
visitor experience.

• Completion of high school
• Evidence of English proficiency, equivalent to IELTS
(Academic) 5.5 with no band lower than 5.0 or equivalent
score on an acceptable international English proficiency test

Students of the programme will learn how to manage
workplace practices required of a tourism organisation
and incorporate the indigenous values of manaakitanga
and whanaungatanga in travel and tourism practices.
Graduates will be able to analyse and evaluate local,
national, and international tourism environments and
processes in order to support decision-making, deliver
a quality visitor experience, and contribute to overall
business effectiveness.
Graduates of this programme gain the New Zealand
Diploma in Tourism & Travel (Level 5)

DOMESTIC STUDENTS

• Completion of Year 12 + Interview (Head of School will
consider prior learning e.g., work experience in the area or
University Entrance literacy and numeracy credits
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Recommended prior knowledge

www.ipu.ac.nz/diploma-in-tourism-travel-studies

“Given that tourism is one of the biggest industries
in New Zealand, you should definitely get on-board,
discover note-worthy experiences and impeccable
destinations. I recommend IPU New Zealand to
anyone who is interested in Tourism.”

Career Opportunities
Educational outcome
Graduates will have the communication and technical
competence to apply for any industry and/or academic
programmes at Level 6 or 7 or to cross-credit into the BCIS.

Professional outcome
Graduates will be able to work in senior roles within the tourism
and travel sector:
• Tourism operations advisors
• Tour managers
• Business/trade development advisors

Any Level 4 New Zealand Certificate in Tourism or equivalent
or Food Safety Certificate and Barista Certificate or tourism and
hospitality experience at Dean’s discretion

Programme Structure
• 120 credits, full time, 2 semesters
• 8 compulsory modules
• Includes work experience component

DID YOU KNOW?

Our Taiko drum team has played at the 2011 Rugby
World Cup and competed in the 2014 World Taiko Meet
in Los Angeles
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DIPLOMA

LEVEL 5 BUSINESS
STUDIES (PROJECT
MANAGEMENT)
DURATION 1 YEAR

INTAKES APRIL, AUGUST (TBC)

Students in the Level 5 Business
Studies (Project Management)
programme gain general and
specialised knowledge of a range
of operational roles to deliver
high quality outcomes for New
Zealand for-profit and non-profit
organisations.
Core project management modules develop students’
technical knowledge and personal skills in initiating,
managing, and reviewing group activities to achieve
project outcomes. Graduates will be able to apply
specialised knowledge and skills to design, lead, and
evaluate projects that meet business objectives.
Graduates of this programme gain the New Zealand
Diploma in Business (Project Management) (Level 5).

STUDY IN NEW ZEALAND

LEADS TO BCIS

www.ipu.ac.nz/businessstudies

Entry requirements

Programme Structure

DOMESTIC STUDENTS

• Completion of Year 12
• Interview

• 120 credits, full time, two semesters
• 8 compulsory modules, including practical project
management component

Head of School will consider prior learning (e.g. work experience
in the area, literacy and numeracy credits to University Entrance
levels).

Career Opportunities

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Educational outcome

• New Zealand Certificate in English Language (Level 4)
or
• Interview
• Graduation from high school in home country
• IELTS (Academic) 5.5 with no band lower than 5.0 or
equivalent score on an acceptable international English
proficiency test

Recommended prior knowledge
• Any New Zealand Certificate in Business (Level 4)
or
• New Zealand Certificate in Project Management (Level 4)
or equivalent
or
• Relevant work experience

Learning at IPU New Zealand has
given me a new perspective to view
the world in terms of economics,
environment and business.

Graduates may apply for further study in business programmes
at Level 6 and Level 7 on the NZQF, including cross credit into
the first year of the Bachelor of Contemporary International
Studies at IPU New Zealand.

Professional outcome
Graduates will have the skills and applied knowledge to work in
project management roles within a variety of business entities,
non-profit organisations, and community groups.
• Project manager
• Small business owner
• Manager or supervisor

DID YOU KNOW?

It is free to join Student Job Search if you are an IPU
New Zealand student.
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BACHELOR’S DEGREE

BACHELOR OF CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
GRADUATE DIPLOMA
OF CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
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BACHELOR’S

Our aim at IPU New Zealand is to
develop graduates who will be global
citizens, with an understanding that
business, politics, environment and
the people all over the world have an
influence on, and are influenced by, one
another.

STUDY MAJORS

BACHELOR OF
CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES

The programme provides students with opportunities
to explore key areas and within them to specialise in a
number of fields: International Relations, International
Business, TESOL & Language Studies and Japanese
Studies. Graduates from the degree will have the tools to
succeed as global citizens in the modern world.
You will be skilled professionals able to think critically
and solve problems in creative ways. You will be able to
use more than one language accurately and communicate
cross-culturally and inter-culturally.

degree

STUDY IN NEW ZEALAND & JAPAN

LEADS TO PDCIS, MCIS

Entry requirements

IPU NEW ZEALAND

DOMESTIC STUDENTS

Educational outcome

• University Entrance

Graduates may apply for postgraduate study.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

• New Zealand Certificate in English Language (Level 4)
or
• Graduation from high school in home country
• IELTS (Academic) 6.0 with no band lower than 5.5 or
equivalent score on an acceptable international English
proficiency test

Professional outcome
Graduates of the Bachelor of Contemporary International
Studies programme may be able to work in a wide variety of
fields in administrative and management capacities. They will
have the language skills and intercultural understanding required
to function at a high level in today’s global arena of commerce
and international relations.

This major is designed to provide you
with a basic knowledge of how languages
work, through studying language
structure, language systems and literary
texts. As part of this major you may
opt to take the Trinity College London
Certificate of TESOL, which enables you
to teach English anywhere in the world.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Programme Structure
•
•
•
•
•

PAGE 46

TESOL & LANGUAGE STUDIES

Career Opportunities

Global initiatives are largely
determined by international politics.
Studying international relations will
give you a better understanding of the
global effects of historical and current
world affairs.

360 credits, three years, full time
24 papers, internship options available
8 compulsory interdisciplinary and research papers
6 language and culture papers
Students can choose a major or take a general course.

GAIN QUALIFICATIONS FROM
BOTH NEW ZEALAND AND JAPAN!

JAPANESE STUDIES

DID YOU KNOW?

We were one of the first private tertiary institutions
in New Zealand and have been in operation for over
25 years.
See page 4 for more info
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PAGE 48

The Bachelor of Contemporary
International Studies (BCIS) is a
fully NZQA-accredited three-year
degree.

An International Business major will
provide you with an understanding
of fundamental business disciplines
and integrates these to provide
the essential knowledge and skills
necessary to face the increasing
complexity and demands of a
globalised business environment.

PAGE 50

INTAKES APRIL, AUGUST, JANUARY

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Japanese students at IPU New Zealand
are a wonderful resource for practicing
the language every day. IPU New
Zealand also runs a Language Buddy
System which pairs up native Japanese
students with Japanese learners, to
encourage peer support learning.

PAGE 51

DURATION 3 YEARS

PAGE 44

INTERDISCIPLINARY FOCUS

Course Content and Timeline ›
2019 PROSPECTUS
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BACHELOR’S

BACHELOR OF CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

“IPU New Zealand is the best place for you
to study and grow as an individual while
learning to communicate with and understand
the cultures of people from many different
backgrounds.”

Continued

Practical Work Experience

Study Timeline

The Bachelor of Contemporary International Studies is a
fully accredited interdisciplinary degree programme taken
over three years of full-time study. Students may elect to
obtain a major in a specialist area of study (International
Relations, International Business, Language Studies
and Japanese Studies). The course also includes eight
compulsory interdisciplinary papers and six language
and culture papers. Also, in their final year, students
undertake an original, independent research project on an
interdisciplinary topic.

You can elect to do an internship as part of the course of
study. You will be placed in a study-related internship with
a local, national or international provider. Your internship
gives you 130 hours of practical on-the-job experience
in ‘real world’ professional settings. It provides you with
informed, regular supervision which helps you integrate
theory with practice.

MAJOR

What’s in it for me?

YEAR

2

Develop more in-depth
specialisation and
hands-on practical
experience.

• I improved my second language
skills in class and in conversation
with friends.

• I improved my second language
skills by participating in speech
contests.

• I met lots of new friends in the
clubs I joined.

• I improved my grades and
increased my study.

• I learnt to be more assertive and
lead the way.

• I got more practical business
experience through an internship.

YEAR

3

Research and practical
experience combine
to give a better
understanding of major

• I studied for at least 8 hours a day
to achieve my goal.
• I am applying my communication
skills in business situations.
• I aim to work overseas for an
international company and apply
what I have learned.

ELECTIVES

1

Cover a wide range of
knowledge and get an
idea of what can be
achieved.

LANGUAGE & CULTURE

Jordan Silcock - Majoring in International Relations
“I want to use my knowledge in International Relations and
Japanese skills to open many career opportunities in the future”
YEAR

CORE COMPULSORY

Programme Content

Level 5

Level 6

Level 7

TEAGAN BRIDGES

Interdisciplinary focus ›
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BACHELOR’S

BACHELOR OF CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

INTERDISCIPLINARY
FOCUS
www.ipu.ac.nz/bcis

Our aim at IPU New Zealand
is to develop graduates who
will be global citizens. They
will understand how business,
politics, environment and the
people all over the world have an
influence on, and are influenced
by, one another.
Therefore we focus on the three Cs:
• Communication: languages and culture
• Critical thinking: ability to research and
evaluate information
• Care: support in your learning

Communication

Critical thinking

Care

Our Bachelor of Contemporary International Studies requires
you to do six language and/or culture papers. As well as a major
in Japanese Studies, and TESOL and Language Studies we offer
papers specifically in English and Mandarin.

This is a vital part of our Bachelor of Contemporary
International Studies degree... we want you to think! At IPU
New Zealand we don’t just pour knowledge into your heads:
we train you to make maximum use of it. It’s not enough to
remember and understand information. You are capable of much
more!

At IPU, your lecturers welcome questions, and they are happy
to advise you in and outside class on academic matters. You do
not usually have to make an appointment to see your lecturer,
although an appointment will probably mean that you do not
have to wait. If you have questions about your programme in
general, the Assistant Deans are always ready to talk to you and
explain the possibilities open to you.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

We offer six papers at Level 5 in which you can develop your
English language skills. Four of these develop your general
capability in English writing, reading, speaking and listening
skills, and the other two are called Professional Communication
and Communication in the Globalised World, focused on
English for the world of work.

MANDARIN LANGUAGE

Today, one fifth of the world’s population is Chinese. Mandarin
is one of the six official languages of the United Nations, and
a vital means of communication in global business. You can
discover Chinese language and culture at IPU New Zealand, and
open up a world of opportunities at the same time.

So we make sure you understand the information you are given
in your classes, but you will also be trained to apply it in practical
situations and analyse it. You’ll learn how to evaluate what you
learn and to present your evaluations in a clear and concise way.
This is the pathway to producing original work of your own in
whichever field you choose.
To help you develop your critical skills and ability to apply,
analyse, evaluate and create, we offer two compulsory taught
papers in research methodology. We also provide two Level
7 papers in which, under supervision, you produce your own
research report on a topic of your choice. This is called the
Interdisciplinary Project, and it is unique among undergraduate
degrees in New Zealand. ‘A’ grade projects become part of our
library collection.
But the greatest value of these projects is that they are extremely
useful tools to take to job interviews. They are proof to a
future employer that you are already capable of writing a wellresearched, well-argued and accurate report.

Our classes are small, which means that your lecturer knows all
the students in the class, cares about them, and notices if there
are absences. If students don’t attend class, the lecturer will often
contact the Student Support team in case students are sick or
unable to attend for other reasons.
If you haven’t written many essays or reports in the past, and
feel that this is a daunting task, we have a full-time Academic
Learning Advisor whose job is to support you with your
academic writing. She won’t write your assignment for you, but
she will point out improvements that you could make.
We do as much as we possibly can to make sure you have the
very best opportunity of success in your studies at IPU New
Zealand. But if students feel we could do more, we are always
happy to listen to their suggestions.

Majors ›
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BACHELOR’S

BACHELOR OF CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MAJOR
www.ipu.ac.nz/international-business

An International Business
major will provide you with an
understanding of fundamental
business disciplines and integrate
these to provide the essential
knowledge and skills necessary
to face the increasing complexity
and demands of a globalised
business environment.
Students gain a solid grounding in practical business
concepts and principles through instruction that places
equal emphasis on both theory and application. There are
four specialisations: Accounting, Marketing, Finance and
Management. The study of contemporary international
business will equip students with the relevant experience
to seek employment in both international companies and
small businesses. Business specialities allow a student to
tailor their learning to suit their career paths and optimise
their job prospects.

NUMBER OF PAPERS 8-11 PAPERS

Course Content

Specialisations

Our International Business major offers you the choice of four
specialties within the major. These are Finance, Accounting,
Marketing and Management. You will be able to choose papers
at Level 7 according to your specialty such as International
Financial Management, Advanced Financial Accounting,
Consumer Behaviour, Marketing Analysis and Management of
Multinational Companies.

Accountancy is one of the highest-paying jobs in New Zealand, and the Accountancy Pathway in our
International Business Studies major can set you on the road to becoming an Accountant.

Career Opportunities
Majoring in International Business will open a career pathway
into the follow industries:

Students enrolled in this programme can apply to become a provisional Accounting Technician while they study.
If you complete our Accountancy Pathway and do an internship with an Accountancy firm, you can qualify as an
Accounting Technician (AT) with Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ).

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS STUDIES CORE PAPERS
Level 5

30.502
Statistics

30.503*
Financial Accounting

30.501*
Principles of
Economics

English
Communication I

English
Communication II

Level 6

30.602*
Fundamentals of
Corporate Finance

30.603*
Management Accounting

90.604
Marketing Management

90.605*
Organisation
Management and Culture

90.606
International Business

• Accounting
• International business
• Entrepreneurship
• Finance
• Investment
• Management
• Marketing
• Retail

SPECIALITIES
1

1

Speciality paper
at Level 6

3

Speciality papers
at Level 7
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Accounting

Marketing

Management

30.513*
New Zealand Business Law

Speciality paper at
Level 5 for AT

• International trade

Please Note: Not all papers are guaranteed to be offered every year. For a detailed description of each paper, refer to the web page for this major.

Finance

30.622
Investment Management

30.623*
Auditing

30.624
Product Management

30.625
Organisational Behaviour

30.722
Financial Markets and Financial
Institutions

30.723*
Advanced Financial Accounting

30.724
Marketing Research & Analysis

30.725
Operations Management

30.732
Quantitative Method in Finance

30.733*
Taxation

30.734
Entrepreneurial Marketing

30.735
Management of Multinational
Companies

30.742
International Financial
Management

30.743
Advanced Auditing and
Assurance

30.744
Consumer Behaviour

30.745
Project Management

* These nine papers need to be taken to fulfil the requirements for the CAANZ Accounting Technician Pathway.
Compulsory paper for all BCIS students. For a detailed description of each paper, see our website www.ipu.ac.nz
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BACHELOR’S

BACHELOR OF CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

TESOL & LANGUAGE
STUDIES MAJOR
www.ipu.ac.nz/language-studies

This major is designed to provide
you with a basic knowledge of
how languages work, through
studying language structure,
language systems and literary
texts.
The major includes basic language teaching
methodologies, so for those planning a career in teaching
it is an excellent preparation for teaching any language to
non-native speakers. As part of this major you may opt
to take the Trinity College London Certificate of TESOL,
which enables you to teach English anywhere in the world.
This internationally recognised qualification, which can
also be taken as a stand-alone, 10-week course (5 weeks
distance, 5 weeks on campus), is an invaluable tool for
those seeking an international TESOL career in language
teaching and management.

NUMBER OF PAPERS 8 PAPERS

Course Content

Practical Education

The language Studies major includes eight compulsory papers,
six language and/or culture papers, eight specialty papers and
two electives. This major is designed to provide you with a basic
knowledge of how languages work, through studying language
structure, language systems and literary texts. It also includes
basic language teaching methodologies.

The Trinity Certificate in TESOL is an initial teacher training
qualification that will equip you with the basic skills and
knowledge to take up a first post as an ESOL teacher. It consists
of five units, the most extensive of which is the teaching unit.
In this you will learn how to plan, deliver and evaluate courses
and lessons. In your first full week doing this course on campus
at IPU New Zealand, you will give your first lesson to genuine
ESOL students in a real classroom!

Career Opportunities
Majoring in TESOL & Language Studies will open a career
pathway into the follow industries:
• Language teaching
• Foreign affairs
• Translation services
• Media communications

Unit 1 Teaching practice journal and practical teaching
Unit 2 Language Awareness
a) Course review test
b) Use of Language Awareness in Teaching
Unit 3 Learner Profile
Unit 4 Materials Assignment
Unit 5 Unknown Language
When you study Language Awareness, you will discover that
you know more grammar than you ever thought you did. You
will interview an English learner and write a profile of their
language ability. In the Materials Assignment, you will create
a battery of teaching materials which you will be able to use in
your classroom in future. And you will briefly study a language
unknown to you, to put you in the situation of a learner studying
English for the first time.

With two billion people expected to
be using or learning English by 2020,
the need for teachers with high quality,
internationally recognised English
language teaching qualifications has never
been greater.
Trinity College London’s position as
a leading provider of international
qualifications for TESOL teachers
(Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages) means that these qualifications
are ideally placed to meet your
professional teaching needs, no matter
where you are in your teaching career.
Courses leading to Trinity qualifications
are delivered by over 100 validated course
providers worldwide.

This is a highly intensive, extremely rewarding course, that could
change your life.

Please Note: Not all papers are guaranteed to be offered every year. For a detailed description of each paper, refer to the web page for this major.
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BACHELOR’S

BACHELOR OF CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

BACHELOR OF CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS MAJOR

JAPANESE STUDIES
MAJOR

www.ipu.ac.nz/international-relations

Global initiatives are largely
determined by international
politics. Studying international
relations will give you a better
understanding of the global
effects of historical and current
world affairs.
By identifying and assessing the complexities of
international politics at the regional, national, and global
level through theoretical frameworks and real-life case
studies, you will gain a greater understanding of how
the world functions. International relations papers
incorporate special guest lectures from diplomats, military
personnel, and industry leaders.

NUMBER OF PAPERS 8 PAPERS

Course Content
You will have the opportunity to study international events and
how they will shape your future and the future of the world. You
may choose to take papers on War and Peace, Human Rights,
Foreign Policy in the Information Age, and you may take part in
the regularly organised mock United Nations sessions.

Career Opportunities
Majoring in International Relations will open a career pathway
into the follow industries:
• Civil defence
• Foreign affairs
• Military
• Non-governmental organisations (NGO)
• Public service

Please Note: Not all papers are guaranteed to be offered every year. For a detailed description of each paper, refer to the web page for this major.
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www.ipu.ac.nz/japanese-studies

This opportunity, combined with
the fact that all IPU New Zealand
teachers of Japanese are native
speakers, helps make IPU New
Zealand the perfect place to
acquire and develop proficiency
in the Japanese language as
a major, or alongside another
choice of major.
Japanese cultural events and interaction both inside
and outside the classroom will provide you with the
experience and confidence you need to perfect your
Japanese language skills and your Japanese cultural and
business etiquette. Students are encouraged to participate
in a study exchange at International Pacific University in
Okayama Prefecture in Japan.

NUMBER OF PAPERS 8 PAPERS

Course Content
At IPU New Zealand you can study the Japanese language
from the beginning or from the level of proficiency you’ve
already achieved. You can also study a number of papers taught
in English which give you an insight into Japanese culture in
various fields, such as Japanese business.

Career Opportunities
Majoring in Japanese Language & Culture Studies will open a
career pathway into the follow industries:
• Multinational corporations
• Japanese-owned corporations with global networks
• Foreign affairs
• International business
• Foreign trade
• Tourism
• Non-governmental organisations (NGO)
• International public services
• Translation services

Please Note: Not all papers are guaranteed to be offered every year. For a detailed description of each paper, refer to the web page for this major.
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A BUSY LIVING
CAMPUS

5

go global

STUDY ABROAD IN JAPAN
ON A SHORT OR LONG
TERM STUDY EXCHANGE

features of
IPU Japan

IPU in Okayama, Japan, is a university that
develops young teachers, sends graduates to
public sectors and leading private companies,
excels in sporting pursuits, helps students
study abroad and achieve their own dreams.

The IPU New Zealand-IPU Study Exchange Programme is an
option for students in their second or third year of study at IPU
New Zealand. During the 20-week exchange, students attend
classes in Japanese, and have many opportunities to be involved
in extra-curricular activities from sports and martial arts to
dance and music groups.

WELCOME TO
THE IPU JAPAN
CAMPUS

Classes
and Offices

Gymnasium 1

A WIDE VARIETY OF CLUBS TO JOIN

• Study Japanese language, culture and
business in both New Zealand and Japan.
• Develop your skills by completing an
international internship.
• Develop critical thinking with an
interdisciplinary focus.
• Get support for job-hunting and
business start-up.
• Get a sport scholarship to develop your
professional athletic career.

FIRST CAMPUS

Cafeteria 1

Track & Field Arena
Handball Court
Futsal Court

HARMONY
Cafeteria

Rugby / Football Field

Gymnasium 4

Student Dormitory

School Building

Bus Station

SECOND CAMPUS

TOPGUN
Athlete Centre

Woman’s
Living Halls

SOUTHERN CROSS
Lecture Theatre
Gymnasium 2
DISCOVERY
Classes & Offices

PHILISOPHIA
Classes & Offices

DID YOU KNOW?
Sports Science Centre

Art Centre
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Health Science Clinic

The teaching blocks ‘DISCOVERY’ &
‘PHILOSOPHIA’, athletic facility ‘TOPGUN’,
and the cafeteria ‘HARMONY’ were designed
by world-renowned architect, Mr Tadao Ando.

Gymnasium 3

ALL THE FACILITIES YOU NEED TO ENHANCE AND RECHARGE
YOUR ENERGY, BOTH MENTALLY AND PHYSICALLY

BACHELOR’S

WORLD CLASS ATHLETE TRAINING CENTRE - TOPGUN

WELCOME TO

The International Pacific University in Okayama, Japan is the heart of
the SOSHI Educational Group: a consortium of educational institutions.
IPU began with two departments: the Faculty of Education for Future
Generations and the Faculty of Physical Education. We introduced our
new Faculty of Business Administration in April 2016 in collaboration
with our sister school, IPU New Zealand.

GRADUATE DIPLOMA
OF CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

As a university that takes responsibility for students’ futures, we have
spent the last 10 years supporting our students, seeing them dream and
challenge themselves to achieve their goals.

Continuous improvement as a
‘university like no other’

DEDICATED ARENAS FOR ALL SPORT EVENTS

Through IPU New Zealand,
experience life as a student
in Japan and gain an
unforgettable cultural
experience at one of our
SOSHI Group institutions

Our vision for IPU was to become a university in Japan like no other.
Our pursuit for excellence as an educational institution encourages
students to go beyond their perceived limits and work wholeheartedly
toward their goals.

DURATION 1 YEAR

Established in 2003 by the Soshi
Educational Group, TIBC, located in
central Tokyo City, aims to provide
students with real-world business
skills. IPU New Zealand students
have the opportunity to study
at TIBC alongside Japanese and
international university students,
and experience life in the bustling
metropolis that is Tokyo.

INTAKES APRIL, AUGUST, JANUARY

STUDY IN NEW ZEALAND

LEADS TO PDCIS

Take your degree further with
our Graduate Diploma of
Contemporary International
Studies

Entry requirements

The programme is designed for students already holding
an undergraduate degree. This allows them to undertake
further studies in specialised and internationally oriented
papers and develop interdisciplinary approaches to
issues. Students are able to study international issues and
specialise in a number of fields: International Relations,
International Business, Environmental Studies and
Language Studies.

• Prior undergraduate degree with a minimum 50% grade
average or better
• IELTS (Academic) 6.0 with no band lower than 5.5 or
equivalent score on an acceptable international English
proficiency test

“At IPU New Zealand, I was able to acquire
the skills I need to pursue my career in
teaching English abroad. The opportunity to
study Japanese in Okayama at IPU Japan
broadened my perspective of the world and
enhanced my Japanese knowledge. On my
three-year journey at IPU New Zealand,
I have made lifetime friends from all over the
globe, who I now consider my family.”

DOMESTIC STUDENTS

• Any undergraduate degree with a minimum 50% grade
average or better or relevant study/work experience
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

www.ipu.ac.nz/gdcis

At IPU people are more interconnected rather
than self-interested, people are nice and it’s really
comfortable to study, the teachers at IPU are
always encouraging and good at communicating
with the students. We can always enjoy the fresh
air around campus and the views are incredibly
beautiful. There are many opportunities to meet
people from all around the world and I love
living in New Zealand.”

Career Opportunities
Educational outcome
Graduates may apply for postgraduate study.

Professional outcome
Supervisory and management level jobs requiring an
understanding of the links between international business,
politics and the environment, and a high level of intercultural
sensitivity.

Recommended prior knowledge
Students may not have previous knowledge in the specialty areas.
Nonetheless, they are expected to be able to function successfully
using essay writing and research skills they have acquired from
their Bachelor’s degree.

Programme Structure
• 120 credits, one year, full time
• 8 papers, internship options available
• 3 papers at Level 6 and 5 papers at Level 7

DID YOU KNOW?

We have an on-campus academic learning advice team you
can go to for assistance with writing your assignments.

NICOLE PROWSE
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POSTGRADUATE

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA
OF CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
MASTER OF CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

56
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POSTGRADUATE

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA
OF CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
DURATION 1 YEAR

INTAKES APRIL, AUGUST, JANUARY

The Postgraduate Diploma in
Contemporary International
Studies (PDCIS) exposes students
to a wide range of international
business and contemporary
management issues from an
interdisciplinary perspective.
The programme is designed to develop problem-solving,
critical-analysis, team-working skills and effective
communication skills. It gives graduates the
confidence and ability to tackle complex business resource
management problems and to have a significant impact on
a variety of situations and roles in the global market.
This programme is self contained but can also be a first
year for the Master of Contemporary International Studies
(MCIS).

STUDY IN NEW ZEALAND

LEADS TO MCIS

Entry requirements
DOMESTIC STUDENTS

• Any undergraduate degree or better or relevant work
experience
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

• Prior undergraduate degree with a minimum 50% grade
average or better
• IELTS (Academic) 6.5 with no band lower than 6.0 or
equivalent score on an acceptable international English
proficiency test

Recommended prior knowledge

www.ipu.ac.nz/pdcis

“The PDCIS programme has equipped me with
the required skills and knowledge to make a
successful life time career. I am grateful to each
lecturer who gave me the strength I needed
to take the next steps of being a successful
leader in my future career. I am thankful for
all the opportunities and challenges that I had
encountered at IPU New Zealand”

Career Opportunities
Educational outcome
Graduates may apply for the research year of the Master of
International Studies or further postgraduate study in areas
of socio-political, socio-environmental and sustainable
development.

Professional outcome
Key managerial skills: leadership, planning and organisation,
analysis and decision-making, teamwork, integrity. Careers at
supervisory and management levels where an understanding of
international business, trade, politics as well as environmental,
social and cultural sensitivity is required.

Students may not have previous knowledge in the specialty areas.
Nonetheless, they are expected to be able to function successfully
using essay-writing and research skills they have acquired from
their Bachelor’s degree.

Programme Structure
• 150 credits, one year, full time
• 5 double-credit papers, 2 of which are compulsory: Research
Methods and Resource Management

DID YOU KNOW?

We have an active volunteer student group, who last year
participated in many charity events including the Special
Children’s Christmas Party in Wellington.
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POSTGRADUATE

MASTER OF CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
DURATION 2 YEARS (PDCIS THEN RESEARCH YEAR)

The Master of Contemporary
International Studies (MCIS) aims
to shape students’ attitudes and
thinking. You will learn how to
transform, design and critically
appraise business practices
from sustainable development
perspectives.
The MCIS is designed to prepare students who are
interested in international business, international relations
and sustainable development. The programme’s suite
of papers exposes students to a high level of academic
inquiry.
Concepts, methodologies and insights from different
disciplines provide a truly unique framework for critical
analysis and evaluation of business operations. Graduates
will be able to identify and understand critical elements
of a particular management research problem, design and
execute independent scholarly and/or applied research,
and suggest recommendations to a wide variety of
stakeholders.

INTAKES APRIL, AUGUST, JANUARY

STUDY IN NEW ZEALAND

Entry requirements
DOMESTIC STUDENTS

• Any undergraduate degree or better or relevant work
experience
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

• Prior undergraduate degree with a minimum 50% grade
average or better
• Completion of PDCIS with a B average and a B- or better in
Research Skills paper
• IELTS (Academic) 6.5 with no band lower than 6.0 or
equivalent score on an acceptable international English
proficiency test

www.ipu.ac.nz/mcis

“Choosing IPU for my further study was one of my
best decisions I’ve taken in my life. I’ve not only
gained a Masters degree in International Studies
but I have also got some friends from different
cultural backgrounds too. I thoroughly enjoyed
the business management programme, and it gave
me great insight into the inner workings of how
business is done in New Zealand.”

Career Opportunities
Educational outcome
Further doctoral study

Professional outcome
Key managerial skills: leadership, planning and organisation,
analysis and decision-making, teamwork, integrity. Careers at
supervisory and management levels where an understanding of
international business, trade, politics and environmental, social
and cultural sensitivity is required.

Recommended prior knowledge
Students may not have previous knowledge in the specialty areas.
Nonetheless they are expected to be able to function successfully
using essay-writing and research skills they have acquired from
their Bachelor’s degree.

Programme Structure
PDCIS

• 5 double-credit papers, 2 of which are compulsory: Research
Methods and Resource Management
MCIS RESEARCH YEAR

• Followed by one further year of research. Either a 60 credit
research report and one further double-credit paper or a 90
credit research thesis.
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DID YOU KNOW?

We were one of the first private tertiary institutions in
New Zealand to offer a Master’s degree.

TAMANNA
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There’s always
something on
• Japan
Orientation Trip
• Festival of
Cultures

• Holi Festival
Celebration
• Fieldays

• Hilux Rural Games

• Commencement
& Powhiri
• Welcome Party

• Orientation Week
• New Zealand
Tattoo

• Omatsuri

• Model UN
• NZIIA

• Sort it Out
Careers Expo

• Costume Party

• Matariki

• Mid-Winter
Christmas Party

• Student Council
Party

• Orientation Week

3 4 5 6 7 8

MARCH

APRIL

SEMESTER 1 BEGINS
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MAY

JUNE

• IPU Japan
Exchange
programme
departs

• International
Spring Festival

• English
Speech Contest
• Japanese
Speech Contest

IPU New Zealand has a dynamic campus with many cultural events
throughout the year, ranging from festivals and local performances
to community parties and sightseeing trips around the country.
You will always have something exciting to look forward to and
opportunities to meet new friends. We plan to give you memories to
take with you around the world.

JULY

AUGUST

SEMESTER 2 BEGINS

• Model UN
• NZIIA

• Vietnam
National Day

• Mental Health
Awareness Walk
• Sports Day

• IPU’s Got Talent

• Halloween Party

• Tertiary Knockout
Challenge

IPU Student Council Event
IPU New Zealand Campus Event
Palmerston North City Events

• Ball Party

• IPU NZ Reunion
in Japan
• Foundation
Activity Week

• Dogs in Library
• A&P Show

• Student BBQ &
Sports Day

• Graduation Party

• Bay of Islands trip
• Graduation

• Coming of Age
Ceremony

• Orientation Week
• Himitangi Beach
Big Dig

• Outdoor Movie
Night
• Gypsy Fair

• Royal New
Zealand Air
Force Tattoo

9 10 11 12 1 2

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

SEMESTER 3 BEGINS
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Supporting
our students
IPU New Zealand has a
multi-cultural Student
Support team including staff
from New Zealand, Japan,
Singapore, Vietnam, India
and Indonesia.
Guided by the Māori wellbeing model, te
whare tapa whā, we strive to ensure our
students are supported in each of the four
cornerstones of hauora (wellbeing):

Taha tinana

We support our students to develop
healthy habits that support their physical
well being. We encourage our students to
be active everyday, enjoying our beautiful
natural surroundings and breathing our
clean fresh air.

Taha wairua

We support our students in their spiritual
wellbeing. We help connect students
with groups that support their individual
spiritual practices here at IPU and in the
wider community.

Taha whānau

We welcome whānau (family) involvement
in each student’s learning journey. We
provide an environment that actively
promotes the development of friendships
and engagement within IPU and the wider
community, so that students feel a sense of
belonging which leads to social wellbeing.

Providing leadership
opportunities
through our hall
leader programme

Providing
interpretation and
translation for
students, visitors
and staff

Providing orientation
and holding Open
Campus programmes

Directing students
to support services
(academic, counselling,
health)

Answering student
visa and scholarship
enquiries

Running cultural and
social events

Taha hinengaro

We support students to develop healthy
habits and skills relating to emotional
wellbeing, such as self management, life
skills, resilience and stress management.
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Providing individual
support and academic
guidance on study and
assignments
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Easy
Living

While studying at IPU
New Zealand, you have
the option of living on
campus in one of our ten
Halls of Residence.
Living on campus is a great way to meet
new people from all over the world and stay
connected on campus. It’s convenient too, with
a supermarket, pharmacy and restaurants only a
five-minute walk away.
Halls have community kitchens and common
rooms, gardened foyers and laundry facilities.
Each hall is run by a Hall Leader and an Assistant
Hall Leader, who can also help you with any
questions you may have about campus life. Rent
covers the use of all hall facilities as well as three
meals a day in the Dining Hall.

10

SELF-CONTAINED LIVING
HALLS ON CAMPUS

OVERNIGHT CAMPUS
SECURITY

3

MEALS A DAY IN
THE DINING HALL
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Delights from
Dining Hall

Roast
Vegetables

IPU New Zealand boasts our own in-house chefs working
to produce marvellous food for your enjoyment.
We understand that study is a great deal of work and requires good food to help recharge your mental
batteries. Our Dining Hall produces delicious and nutritious meals three times a day, 365 days a
year. With vegetarian options and an expansive salad bar, there is sure to be something on the
menu you will like.
Students can enjoy lunch outside the Dining Hall on our terrace on a sunny day or dine in the
spacious inside area. With so many students on campus, the Dining Hall is the social hub of
IPU New Zealand, full of students eating, studying or relaxing together.

Hamburger
& Chips

Fried Rice

Ramen
Noodles

Chicken
Katsu

Potato Bake

Meatballs

Vegetable
Medley

Sushi

Roast
Chicken &
Vegetables

Chocolate
Brownie

Gluten-free and vegetarian options available by request
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Thai Restaurant
Hair Salon

Campus

Pizzeria
Indian Restaurant

Day Spa
Laundromat

The Square

Fish ‘n Chips

Café/Restaurant & Bar

Extensive facilities for students

IPU New Zealand has a variety of facilities to improve the student
experience while on campus. Rather than the large lecture
halls found in other tertiary institutes, we hold classes in small
classrooms, allowing teachers to focus on and cultivate the growth
of individuals in the class. Our picturesque campus also boasts
world class facilities for sports, functions and performing arts.

Supermarket

Just over
the bridge

Pharmacy

R

UTE
A
K
AO

IVE

R
ED

Tennis Courts

Rec Centre
10 mins
5 mins

KAN Performing
Arts Centre

‹ City Centre

ADMINISTRATION CENTRE
Students can visit the Administration Centre,
where Student Support staff and senior faculty
members work, to register for classes, collect
packages, receive and fill out documents, ask for
advice on personal matters, and much more.

Swan House

Halls of Residence 7-10
Study Blocks A-D

CI
PA

RECREATION CENTRE

FIC

The Recreation Centre is a multi-purpose venue,
hosting events such as club practices, and student
assemblies. A gym and a Dojo are also housed
within the building, and are available for student
use until 11pm each day.

E

IV

DR

KAN - PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE
The KAN Performing Arts Centre is a fully
soundproofed building, with two studio floors
available for use. Before events, it is common to
see dance and musical clubs practising there until
late at night.

LIBRARY
The Library is a study space where students
can work on research and assignments whilst
enjoying the panoramic view. The Library
also has two tutorial rooms used for teaching
purposes and for student club meetings.

Dining Hall

Campus Security

Study Block T

Octagon

DINING HALL

Halls of Residence 1-6

The social hub of campus, our accommodation
is fully catered and provides a selection and fresh
food and salad, 3 meals a day, 7 days a week.
Administration

HALLS OF RESIDENCE
There are 10 halls of residence on campus giving
students a place to mingle in the common areas
or relax in their rooms. Peace of mind is provided
by 24/7 on-campus security.
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How to Enrol
DOMESTIC STUDENTS

FIRST STEPS
FILL IN THE ONLINE
APPLICATION FORM

APPLY ONLINE AT
www.ipu.ac.nz/apply
OR DIRECTLY ON
OUR MOBILE APP

WE EMAIL YOU
TO CONFIRM WE
RECEIVED YOUR
APPLICATION

SEND US A SCAN
OF YOUR ID

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Birth Certificate or
passport acceptable.

We know enrolling can be a daunting task. Below is an easy-to-follow flow
chart to walk you through the enrolment process and avoid any delays or
difficulties.
NOW LET’S WORK OUT WHAT ENTRANCE METHOD IS MOST SUITED TO YOU

WE SEND YOU A LETTER
OF OFFER & INVOICE

DO YOU HAVE
UNIVERSITY
ENTRANCE?

ARE YOU STILL
AT SCHOOL
STUDYING TO
GET UE?

ARE YOU
OVER 20 AT
THE COURSE
START DATE?

You will need to read this letter carefully and
then complete the documents we send.

WE SEND YOU A LETTER OF
PROVISIONAL ENTRY
If everything is in order, you will be sent a letter of provisional
entry which means, provided you get UE, once the results
come out in January you will be sent an offer of place.

We organise a time to have an interview with
the dean of the programme you have applied for.

ACHIEVED UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE

Didn’t get UE? But do you have the
required numeracy and literacy credits?

Based on the
interview we may
request more
information.

See our website for a helpful
enrolment guide
www.ipu.ac.nz/how-to-apply

EMAIL APPLICATION
FORM AND SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS TO IPU
recruitment@ipu.ac.nz

WE EMAIL YOU
TO CONFIRM WE
RECEIVED YOUR
APPLICATION

DON’T MEET
ENGLISH
PROFICIENCY
LEVEL YET?

DO YOU HAVE
THE REQUIRED
ENGLISH
PROFICIENCY?

WE ISSUE YOU A CONDITIONAL
OFFER OF PLACE
Sign up for our English Language Studies
Programme to improve your English.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

Return confirmation
of acceptance form.

Confirm acceptance
of offer and pays fees.

Interview
passed / additional
information provided
Check elegibility
for fees-free.
Make sure you have
organised Study
Link if you are
intending to use it,
or pay your fees.

FIRST STEPS
FILL IN THE
APPLICATION FOR
ADMISSION FORM

DOMESTIC
STUDENTS

You provide proof
of proficiency.

Submit required
documents to
Immigration
New Zealand.*

Student emails
required forms to
IPU New Zealand.

Come to Orientation. This is usually held on
the week before your course starts. You will
have a chance to choose your papers here.

See programme pages for IELTS requirements.

WHAT DO I DO AFTER I RECEIVE MY VISA?
After you receive your visa from Immigration New Zealand,
please inform us. We will then ask you to submit several forms
which will help us plan for your arrival.

Start Your
Programme

*If you are applying for a visa via AIP, please let us know
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SCHOLARSHIPS

STUDENT VISAS

www.ipu.ac.nz/scholarships-1.html

www.ipu.ac.nz/entry-requirements.html

We are proud to say that
every year we offer a limited
number of scholarships for
students whom we believe will
contribute to IPU New Zealand.
We are always looking to help
develop our students into the
global leaders of the future and
scholarships are one way we can
show our support.
DOMESTIC STUDENTS
JNZPF SCHOLARSHIP

The JNZPF (Japan New Zealand Partnership Fund)
Scholarship is funded by the Soshi Education Group (SEG)
which spans throughout Japan, China, Australia and New
Zealand. Prospective students can apply for scholarships to
cover textbooks and discounted accommodation rates.

Attention
International Students,

60 SECONDS TO
A SCHOLARSHIP
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

PALMERSTON NORTH CITY
MAYOR’S GOODWILL AMBASSADOR
SCHOLARSHIP

The Mayor’s Goodwill Ambassador Scholarship (MGAS),
sponsored by the City Council of Palmerston North, is
used to promote Palmerston North as a venue of study for
international students and promote events/activities by
international students in Palmerston North.
MAYOR’S SCHOLARSHIP FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

NZ$1,000 towards the first year’s tuition.

SEG SCHOLARSHIP

The SEG Scholarship is funded by the SOSHI Educational
Group, which spans throughout Japan, China, Australia and
New Zealand. With more than fifteen educational institutes
throughout the Asia-Pacific region (including schools,
tertiary institutes and other educational organisations) the
SEG provides facilities for all learners of all ages – from
small children to senior citizens. The SEG offers educational
opportunities to meet the changing needs of society in the 21st
century.

IPU New Zealand is here to help
make your time studying with us
as stress-free and enjoyable as
possible. If you need help with
your visa application, we are
happy to help.
Full details of immigration requirement, advice on rights to
employment in New Zealand while studying and reporting
requirements are available on Immigration New Zealand’s
easy-to-use website: www.immigration.govt.nz
If you are using an agent, they must be certified to give you
visa application advice. If your course is longer than one year,
IPU New Zealand staff will guide you through the visa renewal
process.

WORKING ON A STUDENT VISA

Students are allowed to work up to 20 hours per week
during the term and up to 40 hours per week during term
break. Our students work in, for example, restaurants,
bars, hotels, visitor centres and rest homes to supplement
their income. Work experience improves their confidence,
independence and English language ability. The minimum
wage is $15.75 per hour.

WORKING AFTER GRADUATING

Students are eligible for a Post-Study Work Visa for up to
one year after graduation. After graduation, students with an
offer of employment relevant to their qualification may apply
for a work visa/permit to obtain practical experience in New
Zealand.

INSURANCE

International students are not entitled to publicly funded
health services while in New Zealand and may be liable for the
full cost of any medical treatment. International students must
have appropriate and current medical and travel insurance at
all times while in New Zealand.

SEG SCHOLARSHIPS FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

SEG Scholarship A NZ$7,000/year
SEG Scholarship B NZ$5,000/year
SEG Scholarship C NZ$3,000/year
Simply make a one minute video about why you want to study in New
Zealand and you could receive a scholarship up to the value of $7,000
Email your entry video to recruitment@ipu.ac.nz

See our enrolment & fees guide for detailed
tuition costs and student visa information
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SOSHI Educational Group has 120
educational premises in Japan and
overseas with over 30,000 students.

SPECIALIST EDUCATION

TERTIARY EDUCATION

IPU International Pacific University (Okayama, Japan)

IPU New Zealand (Palmerston North, New Zealand)

Tokyo International
Business College

Tokyo International
Business College
(Kobe Campus)

Tokyo International
Business College
(Fukuoka Campus)

Kobe International
Business College

Waseda International
Business College

Nihon College of Health
and Medical Science

Kansai College of Health
and Medical Science

Okayama Medical
Welfare School

Kansai Art College

Musashino
Arts College

Education
as a Creative
Challenge

SECONDARY EDUCATION

東京経営短期大学
Tokyo Management College (Chiba, Japan)

Soshi Gakuen
High School

Clark Memorial International
High School Campus Network

PRESCHOOL EDUCATION

IPU Women’s College (Ehime, Japan)

GLOBAL OFFICES
IPU Women’s
College Afﬁliated
Kindergarten

Genki-no-izumi
Daycare Centre

Okurayama
Genki-no-izumi
Daycare Centre

Kirameki Daycare
Centre

ACTIVITIES FOR PUBLIC INTEREST / AFFILIATED EDUCATIONAL / RESEARCH INSTITUTE

• Foundation for Promoting Children’s Education • The International Exchange Association
of the Japanese Language Education • IPU International Institute for Science and Education
• SOSHI Institute for Japanese Language and Culture • Kita-no-daichi Genki-no-izumi
Campus • SOSHI Global Tokyo • IPU Global Campus • INAS Language Center—IPU
Japanese School (Vietnam)
AFTER-SCHOOL EDUCATION FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY STUDENTS

Challenge and Creation Inc,
Honolulu, Hawaii, USA
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SOSHI Global Company Ltd
Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam

SOSHI Global Tokyo
Otemachi, Tokyo, Japan

• Sozo Gakuen EDIC • Sogaku Seminar

SOSHI Head Office (Kobe, Japan)
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

CONTACT US

WANT MORE INFO?
ALL ENROLMENT ENQUIRIES

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

NEW ZEALAND STUDENTS

Are there any scholarships available?

When are our Semester start dates?

You can apply for our SEG scholarship which ranges from NZ$3,000,
NZ$5,000 or NZ$7,000 per year.

Semester 1 is from April until July, Semester 2 is from August until
December and Summer Term (optional) is from January until March.

Do I need an internationally recognised English test result to
enrol at IPU New Zealand?

Can I study through distance learning?

Yes, the English level you need depends on which programme you would
like to apply for. You will need to fulfil the entry requirement before
enrolling with us.
Please refer to programme pages for entry requirements.

How many majors do you provide?
Inside the Bachelor’s programme we offer a major in International
Business, International Relations, Language Studies and TESOL, and
Japanese studies.
Please refer to page 41 for more details.

What type of accommodation do you provide?
You can choose to stay on our beautiful campus or with a host family. If
you are over 22 or have met the conditions to move off campus, you can
stay in a flat or apartment in town.

Can I work while studying at IPU New Zealand?
Yes, you can work part time (up to 20 hours a week) during your study
if your student visa mentions work rights. Please refer to the link below
to find out more about work rights available to students studying in New
Zealand. Final year Master’s students are eligible for full time work rights
while they complete their research. Under 18s will need to have the
permission of their parents.
nzstudywork.immigration.govt.nz/work-rules-for-students

Can I bring my partner and children with me?
The short answer is yes. However, it depends on the level of your
programme and relationship between you and your partner. Please refer
to Immigration New Zealand website for more details.
www.newzealandnow.govt.nz/move-to-nz/new-zealand-visa/partner-visas

What kind of support do I get from IPU New Zealand during
my study?

Can I study overseas?
IPU New Zealand is part of a global network of education providers, and
with that we have several options for you if would like to the opportunity
to study in Japan during your course.

International Business, International Relations, Japanese Studies and
TESOL & Language Studies.

What are the classes like?
Our class structure is one of our best features for students who love
learning. Class sizes are capped at around 20 students, giving our
amazing lecturers enough contact time to cater each class to you, the
student. Each class is mixed with students from various backgrounds and
cultures. This means that every class is unique, and discussions between
students and lectures are welcomed.

How easy is it to meet the lecturers?
Our team of lecturers are always available to help you inside and
outside of class, an open door policy mean students can visit their office
for advice any time they are available. As our lecturers have a close
connection with their students, they are even better suited to help if you
have questions.

How long can I stay in the campus dormitories?
At IPU New Zealand students can live in the dormitories for as long as
they would like. Staying on campus is a great way for students to make
friends and use their languages outside of classes.

Can I get funding from StudyLink?
Yes. IPU New Zealand students can get funding through student loans
and allowances for their course and for accommodation.

What is the weather like in Palmerston North?

Of course! IPU New Zealand is fully accredited with NZQA.

How much does it cost for me to live in Palmerston North?
Palmerston North City is consistently ranked among the most affordable
cities in New Zealand to live in. Palmerston North and the surrounding
towns of Feilding and Ashhurst make the Manawatu region a warm and
welcoming place to live, work and study. You can expect to spend around
NZ$220 a week including rent (flatting with others), food and bills.

Can I stay and work in New Zealand after my study?
The short answer is yes, you can. However, you must obtain an
appropriate visa first. Please refer to Immigration New Zealand website
for more information:
www.immigration.govt.nz/new-zealand-visas/apply-for-a-visa/aboutvisa/post-study-work-visa-open
For more information please see our website.

IPU NEW ZEALAND

Get in touch with us by phone, email or on social media
info@ipu.ac.nz
0800 367 472 / +64 6 354 0922
www.ipu.ac.nz
www.facebook.com/ipunewzealand

vtran@ipu.ac.nz

“Vynie is not only an enthusiastic staff member but
also a great friend. She helped me months before my
arrival at IPU. And now, she is still my most reliable
consultant for my study path!”

ALL INTERNATIONAL ENQUIRIES
Nameet Patil
npatil@ipu.ac.nz

“My experience at IPU New Zealand has been amazing
and a large part of that is thanks to Mr Patil’s support.
He understands an international student’s need and
helped me cope with a new study environment.”

What majors are there in the Bachelor of Contemporary
International studies?

We have a strong multicultural support team. Our team assists you in
your arrival in Palmerston North, helps you to settle into life at IPU New
Zealand, and continues supporting you throughout your studies.
Palmerston North’s climate is temperate with maximum daytime
temperatures averaging 25°C (77°F) in summer and 12°C (54°F) in
winter. Annual rainfall is approximately 960mm (37.8in) with rain
occurring approximately 5% of the time.
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As our course focuses on quality contact time with our great teaching
staff, we have made class attendance a priority. This means that distance
learning is not an option for our courses unless otherwise required.

SAY HI

Vynie Tran

Can I use my degree overseas?

CHINESE STUDENTS

FIND US

Judy Zhuhe
jzhuhe@ipu.ac.nz

“Judy helped me settle down in New Zealand since
the day I arrived. I am confident that with her help,
I can finish my study at IPU while gaining valuable
experience to prepare for my future career.”

INDONESIAN STUDENTS
Marveys Ayomi
mayomi@ipu.ac.nz

“Marveys is deemed a big brother for the Indonesian
students in IPU New Zealand. Not only academically
educated, he also has very good interpersonal skills.
I am amazed by his multitasking ability by being a
lecturer, recruitment, and a student support.”

EASTERN EUROPEAN STUDENTS
Diana Shafieva
dshafieva@ipu.ac.nz

“Diana is really easy to talk to and has given some
great advice throughout my study, not limited to just
academic advice.”

Are the dormitories catered?
Yes, students living in our campus dormitories will have three meals
provided each day as part of their weekly accommodation costs. On top
of this, each dormitory is fitted with facilities for students to cook their
own food if they choose.

LATIN AMERICAN STUDENTS
Leandro Cavalcanti
latinamerica@ipu.ac.nz

How do I apply?
You can apply through our smartphone app, through our website or by
contacting one of our friendly team members at: nzinfo@ipu.ac.nz

“Leandro’s advice was crucial for choosing IPU New
Zealand for my Master’s. He combines the diligence of
an advisor with the warmth of a friend.”

FILL IN THE ONLINE
APPLICATION FORM
APPLY ONLINE AT
www.ipu.ac.nz/apply
OR DIRECTLY ON
OUR MOBILE APP

TOKYO OFFICE
Toyoko Homma
thomma@ipu.ac.nz

“Toyoko kindly touched me for consultation, and she
encouraged me when I was hesitant to study abroad.
After I passed the entrance exam, I was able to prepare
efficiently for departure.”

Achieving dreams
through higher education

info@ipu.ac.nz

0800 367 472 / +64 6 354 0922
+64 6 354 0935
57 Aokautere Drive, Fitzherbert, Palmerston North 4410, New Zealand
www.ipu.ac.nz

info-int@ipu-japan.ac.jp

+81 86 908 0200
+81 86 908 0280
721 Kannonji, Seto-cho,Higashi-ku,Okayama JAPAN 709-0863
www.ipu-japan.ac.jp/global

ipu.ac.nz

